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Strongly perturbed Stark states and electron correlation in Ba
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We present the results of experimental and theoretical investigations into the photoionization spectra of Ba
Stark states at energies resonant with the 5d7d 1D2 perturber level starting from the 5d6p 3D1

o state. The
electric field is strong enough to allow the electrons to classically escape the atom, thus transforming the
perturber state into a resonance. Much of the dynamics of this remarkably complex system may be understood
qualitatively. In particular, we stress the role played by electron escape time in qualitatively changing the
correlation by reducing the singlet-triplet mixing and triplet excitation. A theoretical formulation of multichan-
nel systems in static electric fields is developed which allows us to efficiently obtain both total and partial cross
sections; this formulation can be used to describe the Rydberg states of atoms and molecules in static electric
fields. @S1050-2947~99!11308-8#

PACS number~s!: 32.60.1i, 32.80.Dz, 32.80.Fb
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the main goals of atomic physics involves t
qualitative and quantitative understanding of the dynamic
valence electrons. An important variant of these studies c
centrates on the dynamics of atoms in static fields. St
fields generate a more complicated set of energy levels
eigenstates since the total angular momentum is no lon
conserved. But surprisingly, the resulting richness and c
plexity can often be interpreted with qualitative ideas that
not involve elaborate calculations. Atomic dynamics in sta
electric fields is also important in that the electric field c
strongly affect the rate that ions capture electrons into bo
states through photorecombination.

In this paper, we present recent experimental and theo
ical results for Ba in a static electric field at energies near
5d7d 1D2 perturber level @1,2#; this state perturbs the
6snd1D2 and 3D2 series fromn525–28. Although the
electric field strongly mixes states of different angular m
mentum and parity, we find that the 5d7d 1D2 perturber
does introduce complexities not found in atomic syste
away from short range resonances. Even in zero field,
number~and complexity! of all the Jp states in this energy
region is quite high@3,4# compared to what is usually in
cluded in photoionization studies because usually onl
small subset of states are considered because of sele
rules; there are 20 channels with nonzeroK-matrix elements
attached to the 6s threshold and 100 channels attached to
5d threshold. We obtain excellent agreement between the
and experiment, which indicates that all of the importa
mechanisms for describing complex Stark resonances are
derstood. We obtain a qualitative level of understanding
this system, which is important for generalizing these te
niques to other atoms and to molecules. In particular,
system clearly shows that channel mixing depends on
short-range channel interactionsand the asymptotic~larger )
dynamics in the channels. This aspect of our qualitative
derstanding clarifies our interpretation of the zero-field d
namics of Ba in which it is often forgotten that the mixin
between states is also determined by the larger boundary
PRA 601050-2947/99/60~2!/1420~9!/$15.00
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conditions on the wave function.
The spectrum of an H atom in a static electric field~as-

sumed to be in thez direction! is relatively simple because
the wave function is separable in parabolic coordinatesr
1z, r 2z, andw. The spectrum of an alkali-metal atom in a
electric field is much more complicated because this sep
tion is no longer possible. Spherical coordinates are app
priate near the nucleus, while parabolic coordinates are m
appropriate outside the region occupied by the core e
trons. The alkali Stark states result from coupled multich
nel dynamics@5#. The channels are defined in parabolic c
ordinates in order to correctly describe the larger behavior
of the wave function, and the coupling arises when the e
tron enters the region of the core electrons and scatters f
one parabolic channel to another. While the scattering
change the parabolic quantum numbers, it cannot changm,
the z component of the angular momentum.

Recent investigations@6–13# of non-alkali-metal atoms
raise the level of complexity and extend accurate Stark
culations to several types of atoms in the periodic table. T
additional complexity arises because the Rydberg elec
can scatter from the core electrons and change its ene
angular momentum,z component of angular momentum o
parabolic quantum number~and any combination of these!.
Except for Refs.@6–8#, these studies have been restricted
energies and fields such that the parabolic channels fo
given core level are either all open or all closed.

The results presented in Refs.@8–13# did not contain en-
ergy regions near short range perturbers where the cha
couplings, quantum defects, and oscillator strengths of
Rydberg states vary rapidly with energy due to their inter
tion with the perturber level; calculations are very difficu
near perturbers~even in zero field! because the energy of th
perturber and its interaction strength with the Rydberg se
must be very accurate. In this paper, we specifically focus
the case near a short-range perturber where some of the
bolic channels are open and some are closed. The initial s
is chosen so the perturber is strongly excited and governs
gross energy features of the photoionization cross sect
This system was explored in Ref.@6# but with lower resolu-
1420 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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PRA 60 1421STRONGLY PERTURBED STARK STATES AND . . .
tion and higher field strength; the rapid field induced ioniz
tion in that experiment allowed a simplified model calcu
tion to qualitatively reproduce the data. We discuss why t
model gave qualitative agreement.

II. MULTICHANNEL STARK THEORY

There have been many formulations of the behavior
Rydberg states in static electric fields. Because the Ha
tonian of a hydrogen atom in a static field separates in p
bolic coordinates, the behavior of Rydberg states of non
drogenic systems may be described within a multichan
formalism. In this formalism, even a simple alkali-met
atom like Li has a multichannel behavior because the m
tiple channels are the channels in parabolic coordinates
the coupling between channels is provided by the nonhyd
genic potential generated by the core electrons; the coup
between the parabolic channels cannot change the elect
angular momentum in the direction of the electric field~as-
sumed to be thez-direction in this paper!. For more compli-
cated atoms like Ar or Ba, the multichannel Rydberg int
actions becomes even richer because the core electron
scatter the Rydberg electron from one parabolic channe
another keeping all other quantum numbers fixed~this is
similar to the Rydberg states of alkali-metal atoms! and can
exchange energy and angular momentum in thez direction
with the Rydberg electron; these scatterings or coupli
cannot change the total angular momentum in thez direction.

We have based our treatment of Ba in a static field on
multichannel Stark theory developed in Ref.@5#. This for-
malism uses a local frame transformation between Coulo
functions in spherical and in parabolic coordinates to obt
the wave function and dipole matrix elements for nonhyd
genic atoms in static electric fields; it also uses an impro
WKB method to quickly obtain the parameters in parabo
coordinates. The formalism developed in this section is v
similar in spirit to the treatment presented in Refs.@12,13#.
Although the method formulated in this section appears to
quite different from that in Refs.@12,13#, the only real
change is that we have removed the restrictions that all of
parabolic channels attached to a threshold be closed and
tunneling is negligibly slow. Our formulation also allows th
calculation of the partial excitation amplitudes into all of t
parabolic channels.

In H, the channels are labeled byl ,m in zero field and by
b,m in a static electric field. Just asl counts the number o
nodes in theu direction, the parameterb counts the numbe
of nodes in the up-potential parabolic direction. The num
of nodes in the up potential direction is often also denoted
n1. Strictly speaking there are always an infinite number
nodes in the down potential parabolic direction. Howev
when the energy in the down potential direction is such t
the electron has to tunnel to leave the region near
nucleus, then the number of nodes in the down poten
direction for distances less than the maximum in the pot
tial has a useful significance. We denote this number by
parametern2. When the energy width of a resonance is sm
compared to the spacing of resonances with the samen1,
then one can think of the resonance as having a princ
quantum number given byn5n11n21umu11. Often, Stark
resonances are labeled byn1 ,n2 ,m but another much use
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notation isn,k,m, wherek5n12n2. We will use both nota-
tions in this paper.

To prevent a lengthy rederivation of parameters,
present the ideas in this section as a continuation and am
fication of the method described in Sec. IV of Ref.@14#. The
derivation of our result will be presented for the alkali-me
atom case with the extension to atoms with multichan
states in zero-field given at the end of the section. As no
in Ref. @14# the dipole matrix elements connecting an initi
state to a final state that has normalized outgoing wave
channelb is given by

db
25~O21D2!b , ~1!

where O is the ‘‘overlap’’ matrix of parabolic continuum
functions given by Eqs.~6! and ~24! of Ref. @14# and the
complex dipole matrix elements are defined byDb

2

5^CEbm
2 u ê•rWuC I&, whereC I is the initial state. The normal

ized continuum functions are given by Eqs.~20!–~22! of Ref.
@14#. While this expression may be used to obtain the cr
section and the partial cross sections into the differenb
channels, it is numerically inefficient to solve compared
expressions for cross sections given in Refs.@5,12,13#. The
reason for the ineffeciency is that theO matrix has a size
equal to the square of the number of parabolic channels.
expressions for the cross section in Refs.@5,12,13# involves
matrix inversions where the matrices have a size equal to
square of the number of channels for which the zero-fi
quantum defects are not zero. However, Refs.@5,12,13# do
not give expressions for amplitudes to escape in the diffe
parabolic channels.

The dipole matrix elements in Eq.~1! may be expressed
in terms of the zero-field dipole matrix elements using t
zero-field wave functions withK-matrix normalization,D,
and the zero-field phase shiftsK0[tanpm as

d252AT@AA†1A* AT#21U0D0, ~2!

whereA5R̄2U0K0(U0)TS̄ and R̄,S̄ are given by Eq.~19!
of Ref. @14# andU0 is in Eqs.~15! and~16! of Ref. @14#. The
superscriptT indicates transpose of the matrix, the sup
script * indicates complex conjugation of every element
the matrix, and the superscript † indicates Hermitian con
gation of the matrix. We note that the matrixA may be
written as

A5U0~12K0Y!~U0!21R̄, ~3!

with

Y5hF2 iH F, ~4!

where theHF and hf matrices are defined in Eqs.~23! and
~55! of the second part of Ref.@5#. After several matrix ma-
nipulations, the dipole matrix elements may be written as

d252~R̄* !21U0dF, ~5!

where

dF5@HF~12K0Y!21~12K0Y* !1~12Y* K0!

3~12YK0!21HF#21HF~12K0Y!21D0. ~6!
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1422 PRA 60F. ROBICHEAUX, C. WESDORP, AND L. D. NOORDAM
The reason for using Eqs.~5! and ~6! instead of Eq.~1! is
that all of the inverses in Eq.~6! are of matrices whose siz
equals the square of the number of channels with nonz
quantum defects;dF is a complex vector whose size equa
the number of channels with nonzero quantum defects.
matrix inverted in Eq.~5! is diagonal. Thus, these equatio
recover the efficiency of the method used in Ref.@5# while
allowing the calculation of partial cross sections. The to
cross section is given by

s} (
l ,l 8

~dl
F !* H l ,l 8

F dl 8
F . ~7!

This method may be extended to systems that are m
channel in zero field by an appropriate extension of the d
nition of the matrices in Eqs.~5!–~7!. We will let the param-
eter a indicate all of the zero-field channels that ha
nonzeroK-matrix elements~i.e., these are the channels f
which the Rydberg electron experiences non-Coulombic
tential! @15#. In general,a describes five quantum number

a5$N,Ji ,Mi ,l ,m%, ~8!

where Ji ,Mi are the total andz component of all angula
momenta except for the Rydberg electron,l ,m are the or-
bital angular momentum and thez component of the orbita
angular momentum for the Rydberg electron, andN is all
other quantum numbers. Note there is no coupling betw
states for whichMi1m5M tot changes. To illustrate, we giv
three examples ofa that are used in the Ba calculation. Th
three lowest energy states of Ba1 are the 6s1/2, 5d3/2, and
5d5/2. Example 1:N is for the core electron to be in the 6s
state with the spin of the Rydberg electron coupled to
core angular momentum to give angular momentum 0Ji
50, Mi50, l 52, andm5M tot . Example 2:N is for the
core electron to be in the 6s state with the spin of the Ryd
berg electron coupled to the core angular momentum to g
angular momentum 1,Ji51, Mi521, l 53, and m51
1M tot . Example 3:N is for the core electron to be in th
5d5/2 state with the spin of the Rydberg electron coupled
the core angular momentum to give angular momentum
Ji53, Mi52, l 54, andm5M tot22.

In multichannel situations, Eqs.~5! and ~6! are still cor-
rect when the matrices are generalized. In what follows,
will explicitly include the energy dependences withE being
the total energy andEN being the threshold energy with th
ion having quantum numbersN. To simplify the formulas
below, we define the parameter: to be the quantum number
in parabolic coordinates,

:5$N,Ji ,Mi ,b,m%, ~9!

which are similar to thea quantum numbers but with th
angular momentum of the Rydberg electron replaced w
the quantum number in the electric field,b. The extended
matrices are given in an index notation as

Ha8,a
F

5dN8,NdJ
i8 ,Ji

dM
i8 ,Mi

dm8,mH l 8,l
F

~E2EN ,m!,

~10!

Ya8,a5dN8,NdJ
i8 ,Ji

dM
i8 ,Mi

dm8,mY l 8,l ~E2EN ,m!,

~11!
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U:8,a
0

5dN8,NdJ
i8 ,Ji

dM
i8 ,Mi

dm8,mUb8,l
0

~E2EN ,m!,

~12!

R̄:8,:5d:8,:R̄b~E2EN ,m!, ~13!

Pa8,a
N9 5da8,adN9,N8dN9,N , ~14!

where the last matrix,P, is a projection operator. The gene
alization of Eq.~7! is

s} (
a,a8

~da
F!* Ha,a8

F da8
F ~15!

and the partial photoionization cross section to leave the
with quantum numbersN is

s~N!} (
a,a8,a9

~da
F!* Ha,a8

F Pa8,a9
N da9

F . ~16!

These formulas reduce to those in Refs.@12,13# when the
energy of the outer electron is either positive (E2EN.0) or
much less than the energy needed for a classical electro
escape the ion (E2EN!22AF) in all of the channels. In
the situations we investigated, the energy of the outer e
tron in some of the channels is negative but greater than
energy needed for a classical electron to escape~i.e.,
22AF,E2En,0); thus, the full treatment is needed. Th
amount of computational effort necessary to obtain the to
and partial cross sections is quite modest, with the m
time-consuming steps being the inversion of two comp
matrices, 12K0Y and the term in square brackets of Eq.~6!,
at every energy point; the size of both of these matrices is
square of the number ofa channels. However, the spect
for the cases we investigated consist of a very large num
of sharp resonances so we need to calculate the cross se
at a large number of points; the effeciency gained in go
from Eq. ~1! to Eq. ~5! makes the calculation possible.

We have stated that Eq.~5! was necessary because som
of the parabolic channels attached to the 6s threshold are
open and some are closed; the closed parabolic channels
the resonances associated with Rydberg states in an ele
field. The ‘‘quasidiscrete’’ approximation used in Ref
@12,13# would give poor results for our case. In a typic
calculation~e.g., for a field of 1.6 kV/cm!, there are 20 open
and 62 closed parabolic channels 20 cm21 below the
5d7d 1D2 perturber but 48 open and 38 closed 20 cm21

above the perturber.
The WKB method we used is quite accurate for the ch

nels attached to the 6s threshold but couldnot be used for
the channels attached to the 5d thresholds. Small inaccura
cies from WKB phases and couplings give relatively lar
energy errors in the 5d channels. In general for a phase err
d, the energy error is;d/(pn3) in a.u. wheren;25 in the
6s channel butn;4.65 in the 5d channels. The 5d7d 1D2
perturber is shifted by;20 cm21 from its correct position
when using the WKB approximation for the 5dnl channels.
Thus it is a much better approximation to ignore the effect
the electric field in the 5d channels and use the zero-fie
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PRA 60 1423STRONGLY PERTURBED STARK STATES AND . . .
quantum-defect formulas to close these channels. This i
excellent approximation due to the compact nature of
perturber.

III. ZERO-FIELD THEORY OF BA

The zero-fieldK matrices and dipole matrix elements
jQ coupling@16# are the main input into the calculations;
this coupling scheme the total angular momentum of the c
electron is first coupled to the spin of the Rydberg electron
give an angular momentumQ and then the orbital angula
momentum of the Rydberg electron is coupled toQ to give
the total angular momentumJ. This is the most convenien
coupling scheme since the electric field acts on thel of the
outer electron and matches the coupling scheme given by
a quantum number in Eq.~8!.

The K matrices and dipole matrix elements are obtain
in LS coupling usingR-matrix codes and then transforme
into jQ coupling using a frame transformation. These sho
be very good approximations, but for our system this pro
dure did not work well enough because small errors in
quantum defect produce relatively large errors in the p
turber position; e.g., our first calculation gave a pertur
energy 15 cm21 too low ~an error of 0.007 in the quantum
defect!. It was necessary to apply small corrections to
LS-coupledK matrices in order for all of the perturber an
Rydberg states to be at their properzero-field positions.
Small errors in the 6snl quantum defects had little effect o
our Stark calculations; however, we did correct them to
consistent in our treatment of the 6s and 5d channels. Maxi-
mum changes in quantum defects and mixing angles w
less than 0.01. In Table I, we give the calculated~from cor-
rectedK matrices! and experimental zero-field energy leve
for the J52e levels near the perturber with our calculat
oscillator strengths and squared mixing coefficients. Mos
the spin-orbit effects arise through the spin-orbit splitting
the 5d thresholds whose energies were obtained from exp
ment; the direct spin-orbit interaction for the Rydberg ele
tron has little effect on the dynamics.

The sequence of recouplings, which we needed to p

TABLE I. Zero-field experimental@1# and calculatedJ52e en-
ergy levels in cm21. The calculated oscillator strengthf in arbitrary
units and the squared mixing coefficients of the 6snd1D2 ,
6snd3D2, and perturber are presented. The experimental ener
have been rounded to the nearest 0.1 cm21.

Desig. Eexpt. Ecalc. f 1D2
3D2 Pert.

6s24d 3D2 41 790.8 41 790.6 0.9 0.15 0.84 0.01
6s24d 1D2 41 792.6 41 792.7 1.1 0.83 0.16 0.01
6s25d 3D2 41 811.9 41 811.8 2.6 0.27 0.70 0.03
6s25d 1D2 41 813.6 41 813.7 1.6 0.69 0.29 0.01
6s26d 3D2 41 829.5 41 829.4 11.4 0.47 0.39 0.11
6s26d 1D2 41 831.9 41 832.0 1.9 0.39 0.59 0.02
5d7d 1D2 41 841.7 41 841.7 34.3 0.47 0.13 0.39
6s27d 3D2 41 848.3 41 848.2 1.3 0.12 0.87 0.01
6s27d 1D2 41 852.1 41 852.0 16.6 0.73 0.07 0.19
6s28d 3D2 41 862.7 41 862.6 0.7 0.03 0.97 0.01
6s28d 1D2 41 864.7 41 864.7 4.0 0.93 0.02 0.05
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form to obtain the parameters in thea coupling scheme,
involve standard atomic parameters. The transformation
the dipole matrix elements andK matrices fromLS coupling
to jQ-coupling uses the unitary matrix

^LSu jQ&J5^~Lcl !L~Scs!Su@~LcSc! j cs#Ql &J, ~17!

where Lc ,Sc are the total orbital angular momentum an
spin of the core,l ,s are the orbital angular momentum an
spin of the Rydberg electron,j c is the total angular momen
tum of the core,Q is the angular momentum obtained b
coupling the angular momentum of the core to the spin of
Rydberg electron, andJ is the total angular momentum. Thi
unitary matrix is the product of two 6j coefficients and
simple factors that depend on the angular momenta,

^LSu jQ&J521L1S1l 12Q1Lc1Sc1s@L,Q,S, j c#

3H l Lc L

S J QJ H Lc Sc j c

s Q SJ , ~18!

where@ j #5A2 j 11.
This recoupling is not sufficient to obtain quantum num

bers in the forma of Eq. ~8!. We need to isolate the angula
momentum of the Rydberg electron and itsz component.
This is accomplished through one last recoupling that
couples theQ andl angular momenta. This is accomplishe
through another unitary matrix that is simply a Clebsc
Gordon coefficient,

^JMumQ ,m&5^QmQl muQl JM&, ~19!

whereQ,mQ are theJi ,Mi of the a quantum number. After
this sequence of recouplings, theK matrices and dipole ma
trix elements are in the form used in the preceding sectio

The initial state is the 5d6p 3D1
o excited state

24 192.1 cm21 above the ground state@17# ~all energies are
rounded to the nearest 0.1 cm21, since this is the resolution
of our laser system!. In the calculation, this state was ob
tained by diagonalization of a large basis of two electr
states, all of which had3Do character. Thus the electrostat
part of the correlation is reproduced very accurately. Ho
ever, we have completely neglected the correlation due
relativistic effects, which can mix these states with oth
states of the same total angular momentum and parity
differentLS. This is a good approximation since the amou
of mixing of this state with states of3Po or 1Po character is
small. Since oscillator strength from the3Do state to the
5d7d 1D2 perturber is quite large, the neglect of the sm
mixing of the initial states with other states of differentLS
but the same total angular momentum and parity has v
little effect on the calculation.

Before examining the couplings in a static field, it is im
portant to first understand the zero-field behavior. There
two perturbers in the energy range we examined, and du
our excitation scheme only one of them has a substan
effect on the atomic correlation in a static electric field. W
concentrate on the zero-field behavior of this perturb
5d7d 1D2, because it is the energy dependence of the dip
matrix elements, quantum defects, and singlet-triplet mix
that distinguishes this system from the alkalilike syste
previously investigated. The square of the mixing coe
cients in Table I shows that to a large extent the pertur

es
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1424 PRA 60F. ROBICHEAUX, C. WESDORP, AND L. D. NOORDAM
controls the mixing between the1D and 3D channels. For
example, the 26d states are almost equal admixtures of s
glet and triplet character, whereas the 28d states are nearly
pure, and the oscillator strength is nearly proportional to
perturber fraction. Because the initial state is3Do, this shows
that the perturber has a large fraction of triplet character e
though it is designated1D. In fact, the perturber is roughly
an equal admixture of1D2 and 3P2 , 3D2 , 3F2 character.
Dynamics near the perturber is governed by the interact

6snd1D2↔5d7d 1D2↔6snd3D2 . ~20!

The double arrows in this equation are meant to indicate
effect on the dynamics from electron correlation. Note, th
is no direct interaction between the 6snd1D2 and 3D2 states
within our calculation so this interaction must be media
by the perturber.

We stress that while the small changes made to
LS-coupledK matrices caused the agreement between
experimental and calculated energies to be quite good
does not guarantee that the correlations will be correctly
produced. In particular, the method we used to include r
tivistic effects~theLS-to-jQ frame transformation! is an ap-
proximation that neglects some of the relativis
interactions. The main interaction that is missing causes n
zero terms in theK matrix that connect channels with diffe
ent LS but the sameJ. For the alkaline earth atoms, the
terms are small except for Ra; therefore, only parameters
depend on sensitive standing wave behavior in the Ba R
berg series will be strongly affected. Another way of stati
this is that small couplings can only have a large effec
there is a near degeneracy of energy levels. As discu
below, the electric fields we used in our investigation cau
the Rydberg states to autoionize thus the correlation fr
weak interactions does not have a chance to occur.

A much larger source of error in the calculation aris
because theK matrices were only corrected to obtain th
experimental zero-field energies. By only trying to impro
the agreement with the experimental energies, we did n
ing to directly improve the singlet-triplet mixing betwee
states or the dipole matrix elements between the initial
final states. However, we found that the results from
R-matrix calculations were accurate enough to explain
gross features in the experiment. Simultaneous fitting of
ergy levels, mixing coefficeints, and dipole matrix eleme
would be a very big job without a large increase in the
curacy of the calculations.

A final aspect of the zero-field final-state correlation is t
positions of other short-range perturbers that could affect
calculation. The state closest to the1D2 perturber is the
5d7d 3F4 perturber@3# which is only 4 cm21 above the
1D2 perturber. No other short-range perturbers are within
energy range we investigated. The next two closest state
the 5d7d 3F3 perturber@3#, which is 115 cm21 below and
the 5d7d 3P1 perturber@1#, which is 89 cm21 above the
1D2 perturber.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

A schematic drawing of the experimental arrangemen
given in Fig. 1. In the experiment, we crossed two narr
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bandwidth lasers in a vacuum chamber with an atomic
beam and measured the electron yield versus wavelen
The two ns dye lasers were both pumped with the freque
doubled output of a ns neodymium-doped yttrium aluminu
garnet~Nd:YAG! laser at 532 nm. The output of the first dy
laser ~676 nm! was mixed with the fundamental of th
Nd:YAG laser~yielding 413.4 nm! and used to excite the B
atoms from the 6s2 to the 5d6p 3D1 state; the polarization o
this laser was always chosen to be parallel to the static e
tric field so the initial state was alwaysM50. The frequency
of the second dye laser was scanned over an energy r
covering the 5d7d 1D2 perturber~around 566 nm!. This la-
ser’s intensity was kept low (;5 MW) to prevent saturation
of the resonances and was polarized either parallel or
pendicular to the static electric field; thus the final state co
be chosen to beM50 or M51. The scanning laser has
resolution of 0.1 cm21, which is sufficient to resolve many
of the lines and distinguish most of the Stark resonances
have strength 20% above the background. In order to be
to calibrate this laser a lamdascope@18# was used. In this
way we achieved an error in the calibration of 0.1 cm21.

The static electric field was realized by two parallel c
pacitor ~diameter: 5.0 cm! plates 10.0 mm apart in a cylin
drical symmetric orientation. In between the capacitor pla
a thermal barium beam was created by a resistively he
oven in which solid barium was placed. This oven has a
mm diameter hole through which gas-phase barium ato
could escape and thus form a beam. The direction of
lasers was aligned perpendicular to the barium beam in
tween the plates. In order to be able to detect the ioni
electrons a hole~with a diameter of 7.0 mm! was drilled
through the center of the plate with the highest potential,
that these electrons could travel out of the interaction regi
towards a set of multichannel plates. The electron yield
the detector is recorded as a function of the wavelength
the second laser.

FIG. 1. Setup for the absorption spectroscopy experiment
Nd:YAG laser is used to pump two pulsed ns dye lasers, opera
at 30 Hz. The output of the first ns dye laser is used to prod
photons of 413.4 nm by mixing it with the fundamental of th
Nd:YAG laser~1064 nm!. The output of the second ns dye laser
delayed by approximately 50 ns with respect to the 413.4-nm p
tons and aligned collinear with the 413.4-nm beam into the vacu
chamber. The colinear beams interact in a crossed-beam arra
ment with a thermal barium beam in between two capacitor pla
A set of multichannel plates is used to record the ionized electro
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There are several possible sources of incorrect structu
the experimental cross section that contribute very little s
nal using our experimental setup. Two photon ionizat
from the 5d6p 3D1 state did not contribute any noticeab
signal to the experiment because the second laser was gr
reduced in intensity to prevent one photon saturation of
resonances. The second dye laser could not two-photon
ize Ba from the 6s2 state, which eliminated another possib
source of erroneous resonance structure. The only pos
‘‘wrong’’ two-photon signal is from absorption by Ba of tw
photons from the first laser which can resonantly excite
atoms from the 6s2 to the 5d6p 3D1 state and then into the
continuum with the second photon. However, this proc
will only give a constant background, since the frequency
this laser was fixed. As can be seen in the figures, the b
ground signal is weak.

V. RESULTS

The calculations were performed using several appro
mations and the excellent agreement between calculation
experiment validates these approximations. This gives s
information about the dynamics. The main approximat
involved separating the wave function so that the Rydb
electron near the core was described in spherical coordin
while far from the core it was described in parabolic coor
nates. The wave function in parabolic coordinates was de
mined using the WKB method of Ref.@5#.

In Figs. 2 and 3, we present the experimental and ca
lated photoabsorption cross section of Ba atoms in an ele
field versus energy relative to the 5d7d 1D2 zero-field posi-
tion: 41 841.7 cm21 above the 6s2 ground state. The initia
state is the 5d6p 3D1 state with total angular momentum i
the field directionM50. Because the initial state is compa
and the electric fields are weak, we always use a zero-fi
initial state in the calculation. One photon from this initi
state strongly excites the perturber with very little direct e
citation of the 6snl Rydberg states. The photoexcited Ry
berg states are all located above the saddlepoint of the
tential and are autoionizing states. In Fig. 2 the electric fi
strength is 1600 V/cm and the lasers are polarized so

FIG. 2. Photoionization cross section of Ba from the 5d6p 3D1

M50 initial state. The energy is relative to the zero-field positi
of the 5d7d 1D2 perturber. The laser is polarized parallel to t
electric field of 1600 V/cm. The solid line is the experiment and
dotted line is the calculation.
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only M50 final states are populated. In Fig. 3 the elect
field strength is 1820 V/cm and the lasers are polarized
that only M51 final states are populated. We have p
formed comparisons between experiment and calculation
several different field strengths for each polarization;
comparisons were uniformly as good as those in Figs. 2
3. The agreement between experiment and theory is exce
over the full range explored:250 cm21 to 50 cm21 al-
though we only present a fraction of this range for clari
The broad feature with an energy width;15 cm21 arises
from the 5d7d 1D2 perturber. The sharper features ari
from resonances in the closed parabolic channels and
strongly perturbed blue Stark states, 6snk, with principle
quantum numbern;20226.

We have not presented the data in a Stark map form
cause even at the lowest fields where data can be acqu
the levels are in then-mixing regime. There are three obv
ous trends in the spectra as the field strength increases.
first trend is that the broad envelope of excitation does
change with field strength because the envelope arises
the 5d7d perturber, which is not affected by the fields us
in our experimental arrangement~fields were less than 3 kV
cm!. The second trend is that the number of visible Sta
resonances decreased with increasing field strength; th
because the number of levels within then521– 26 manifolds
that are below the saddle point in the potential decrea
with increasing field strength. The third trend is the ener
widths of the Stark resonances increase with increasing fi
strength; this is because at a fixed energy the anglular ra
where the electron can leave the Ba1 core and classically
escape increase with increasing field strength.

The positions of the Stark states of H do not match
positions of the resonances very well because the pertu
causes substantial intensity modulations and energy shift
the Stark states. The classification of the resonances thus
relatively little meaning. However, to obtain some idea
what states participate in the figures we give the energies
classifications of the lowest and highest energy state of e
n manifold in Tables II and III that would appear in Figs.
and 3. The principle quantum number is given byn5n1
1n21umu11, wheren1 is the number of nodes in the u
potential parabolic wave function andn2 is the number of
nodes in the down potential parabolic wave function. F
example in Fig. 2, there are twon521 states,~19,1! and

FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 2 except the laser is polarized perpend
lar to the electric field of 1820 V/cm.
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1426 PRA 60F. ROBICHEAUX, C. WESDORP, AND L. D. NOORDAM
~20,0!, and there are 7n522 states,~15,6!, ~16,5!, ~17,4!,
~18,3!, ~19,2!, ~20,1!, and~21,0!. In a givenn manifold, the
energies of the states increase monotonically with the n
ber of nodes in the up potential parabolic wave functio
Using Table II, one can compute that 40 resonances for H
in the energy range in Fig. 2; the number for Ba is roug
four times as many.

In Fig. 4 we present the results of a calculation of t
partial singlet and partial triplet photoionization cross s
tions which clearly demonstrate the change in the correla
due to the electric field. The partial singlet photoionizati
cross section is the cross section for photoionization with
electron spins coupled to total spin 0@19#. The sum of these
two cross sections equals the total cross section in Fig
Some aspects of the partial cross section are understan
from the data in Table I. For example, the zero-field sta
more than 7 cm21 above the perturber do not have a stro
singlet-triplet mixing and the singlet oscillator strengths a
much larger than for triplet states. This implies that the s
glet partial cross section should be much larger than the
let for energies larger than 7 cm21 which agrees with Fig. 4
But some aspects of the partial cross section could no

TABLE II. Energies and classification of the lowest ener
resonance for each H Starkn manifold shown in Fig. 2.m50 and
F51600 V/cm. n1 is the number of nodes in the up potenti
direction.

n1 n2 n E(cm21)

19 1 21 218.3
20 0 21 213.9
15 6 22 215.5
21 0 22 12.1
11 11 23 217.5
18 4 23 16.0
8 15 24 219.2
15 8 24 15.9
6 18 25 219.7
13 11 25 17.0
5 20 26 218.9
11 14 26 14.7

TABLE III. Same as Table II but for m51 and F
51820 V/cm shown in Fig. 3.

n1 n2 n E(cm21)

14 5 21 235.8
19 0 21 210.9
10 10 22 236.8
20 0 22 15.5
7 14 23 237.6
21 0 23 39.1
5 17 24 237.4
18 4 24 37.2
4 19 25 235.7
16 7 25 37.1
11 13 26 13.4
15 9 26 39.5
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predicted from the information in Table I. For example, the
are few energies where the triplet partial cross section
larger than the singlet cross section. Only at the sharp re
nances at215, 210, and25 cm21 is the triplet cross sec
tion larger than the singlet. This is contrary to what might
expected from the zero-field data of Table I but may be
plained by the qualitative change in dynamics in the elec
field.

VI. DISCUSSION

We have performed a number of calculations to determ
how the correlation is modified by the strong electric field.
one test, we performed a calculation where we closed thed
channels correctly but after closing these channels we se
coupling between the 6snl singlet and triplet channels to
zero. The agreement between this calculation and the co
calculation was surprisingly good because the channel m
ing between 6snd singlet and triplet channels in Table I i
strongly reduced in an electric field. This result affects t
interpretation of Ba dynamics near the 5d7d 1D2 perturber.
The mixing coefficients and oscillator strengths in Table
result from a delicate balance of standing wave behavior r
resented by the double-headed arrows in Eq.~20!. In the
electric field, the 5d7d 1D2 perturber decays into singlet an
triplet Stark channels with some channels open and so
closed. If the electron is ejected into an open channe
leaves the atom. If the electron is ejected into a closed ch
nel, a resonant Stark state can be excited. However, bec
the Stark states can decay to a continuum, there is relati
little chance for the electron to be captured from the St
state into the perturber and be converted from singlet to t
let or vice versa. The correlation in an electric field may
represented by

6snk1K—5d7d 1D2˜6snk3K, ~21!

FIG. 4. Upper curve is the calculated singlet partial photoio
ization cross section and the reflected curve is the calculated tr
partial photoionization cross section. The laser is polarized perp
dicular to the electric field of 1820 V/cm. Except for the sharp
resonances between216 and 0 cm21 the singlet cross section i
much larger than the triplet cross section, which seemingly con
dicts the information on the 24-26d states in Table I.
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PRA 60 1427STRONGLY PERTURBED STARK STATES AND . . .
wherek is meant to represent a Stark state. Only the shar
resonances have a long enough lifetime to acquire substa
singlet-triplet mixing. This explains the lack of couplin
demonstrated in our test calculation. It also explains why
5d7d 3F4 state which is 4.0 cm21 above the1D2 has no
visible effect on the cross section.

The reason that mainly singlet states are excited~see Fig.
4! may again be related to the dynamics of Eq.~21!. We
should not use the oscillator strengths in Table I to estim
what will happen in a strong static field. If we want to com
pare to zero-field data we should ask how would
5d7d 1D2 state evolve if the 6s threshold were lowered s
this perturber becomes an autoionizing state. We have
formed this zero-field photoionization calculation with th
6s threshold artificially lowered so that the 5d7d 1D2 state
was an autoionizing state and one of the electrons can
cape. At230 cm21 the singlet partial cross section was 5
times larger than the triplet partial cross section, at 0 cm21

it was 4.2 times larger, and at 30 cm21 it was 2.8 times
larger. This agrees with the results presented in Fig. 4.

It may be somewhat surprising that exciting a resona
state that has mostly triplet character from an initial state
has purely triplet character can produce ejection mainly i
singlet continua. This is a manifestation of the electron c
relation and propensity rules. Without the spin orbit intera
tion, the 3P2 states and3F2 states cannot interact with 6s«l
continua and decay. It is only the3D2 and 1D2 states that
can autoionize without the spin orbit interaction. In the ze
field probability to scatter from the 5dnd channel to the
6s«l continua, the1D channel scattered roughly 4 time
more strongly than the3D channel. The stronger1D cou-
pling to the continuum arises because the triplet wave fu
tion has a node when the electrons are at the same pos
which suppresses the electron-electron interaction for
triplet states. This implies that the 5d7d 1D2 perturber de-
cays preferentially into the1D continuum because the1D
part of the perturber decays most easily.

The fact that mainly singlet Stark series are excited
plains one of the mysteries of the spectra: only a small fr
tion (;25%) of the Stark resonances are visible. For ev
singlet Stark state there are three triplet Stark states that
relatively little oscillator strength. In fact, we were able
v.
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get rough agreement with the full calculation by performi
an alkali-atom type of calculation withl quantum defects
equal to the Ba1L quantum defects forl Þ2 and for l
52 using a quantum defect that increased by 1 over an
ergy range comparable to the width of the perturber. T
also explains why Ref.@6# could obtain qualitative agree
ment between their experimental results at high fields
their one-channel model.

In conclusion, we have experimentally measured and
culated the photoionization cross section of Ba in a stro
electric field. The dynamics near the 5d7d 1D2 perturber
was surprisingly simple and could be explained by t
change in the multichannel dynamics in the static field. T
study emphasizes the fact that configuration interaction
pends on both the short-range interactions between chan
and the long-range dynamics of the Rydberg electron;
resonances must exist long enough for configuration inte
tion to fully develop. Surprisingly, static fields can som
times suppress complications existing in zero-field proces

The formalism developed in this paper opens a new
enue of investigation of atoms in electric fields since we g
formulas for the asymptotic form of the multichannel wa
function. Several interesting questions may now be
dressed. For example, we can now investigate the dynam
of Ba in a static electric field as probed by measuring
time dependence of the electrons ejected from the atom.
can also investigate the role that scattering in a static fi
plays on branching ratios for decay into different open ch
nels. The spatial distribution of the electrons ejected from
atom can be calculated. The role of semiclassical and cla
cal catastrophes~like bifurcations! in the scattering between
open and closed channels can also be investigated. Thes
other questions will be addressed in the near future.
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